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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



S7-PLC over USB

Communication with S7-PLC via USB, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S7-PLC from PC or other devices via USB, which interface is
required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S7 over USB" you get the right
interface-products for PPI, MPI and Profibus. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.

Easiest configuration by included webserver

To configure ALF you dont need additional driver or special cables, you connect your PC
via LAN or WLAN with ALF and over the integrated webserver you can configure the
needed function.



Fuzzy controller with the OSC-II

Through 3 free configurable limits (of each kind) you wont be able to realice a
fuzzy-controller of your heat treatment furnace.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC-devices

Access to the connected PLC takes place by coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with
AB-adapter) and GSM-(only with external GSM-modem)-line.



Bus-connector with diagnostic function

Bus problems and no reason apparent?
 Connect the diagnostic-bus-connector to the "suspicious" PLC and read the possible
cause of the fault using the blink-code: 
 - 5V voltage missing/out of specification 
 - possible short-circuit in the bus 
 - No bus-activity on the PLC 
 - Wrong termination 
 - Bus is open 
 ... 
 The bus-connectors of the "DiagConn"-series indicate all of these possible causes of the
malfunction. The bus-connector is available in 90°, 45° and 0°-versions. The connectors
can be attached instead of the "normal" bus-connectors. There does not have to be a fault,
the plugs can generally also be used in the bus and you can later find the cause of any
possible failures more easily and quickly.

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port via secure
VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter


